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1.1 Tiers in the UK Supply Chain 
 

A key to understanding the supply chain requirements is to understand the terminology used in the 
UK nuclear sector, which may be subtly different from that used elsewhere, such as the defence or 

aerospace industries. This is generally referred to in relation to Tier 1/2/3/4 suppliers.  
 

For New Build the following is a typical hierarchy: 

 Licensees 

 Tier 1 – Technology Suppliers/ Architect Engineers* 

 Tier 2 – Large companies with nuclear experience* – Civil Enabling Works / Main Civil 

Contractors / Marine Works / Infrastructure Works  / Mechanical equipment suppliers / 
Electrical equipment suppliers / EC&I Installation Companies / Mechanical installation 

Companies  

 Tier 3 - Smaller Mechanical or Electrical Equipment Suppliers / Niche Service providers 

 Tier 4 – Not specified but assume to be component suppliers 

 
For the decommissioning sector the following apply; 

 The NDA Estate comprises the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) - A Non 

Departmental Public Body (NDPB) set up in 2005 to oversee the decommissioning and clean-

up of the UK's designated civil nuclear legacy - and its Site Licence Companies (SLCs), the 
Tier 1 Contractors to the NDA.  

 The SLCs (Tier 1) are the entities that hold the nuclear site licence and carry out the daily 

management and operations of the site under contract to the NDA. 
 Tier 2 companies have the main interface with the SLCs (Tier 1) - holding a direct contract 

with the SLCs (Tier 1) for works, services and supplies. 

 Tier 3/4 companies are often SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) who contract 

with Tier 2 contractors or their sub-contractors in support of the Tier 2 contract with an SLC 
(Tier 1).  

 

For the defence sector the terminology is not defined but the following general description has been 
produced: 

 
 Customer – Ministry of Defence (UK MoD). The customer performs a number of roles in the 

procurement of nuclear related defence equipment and systems (submarines to weapons).  

As the MoD in new build situations is the Client they are responsible for delivering capability 

to the end user. They are also the technical and acceptance authority, hold budget 
responsibilities, indemnify the prime contractor and also hold safety regulatory 

responsibilities. 
 Prime Contractor – This is usually the organisation responsible for delivering the product. 

They are responsible for designing, manufacturing and integrating systems that will deliver 

the product to time cost and performance requirements. 
 Tier 1 suppliers provide sub systems and may be the delegated design authority for those 

systems e.g. the Nuclear Steam Raising Plant. This can also cover more minor systems. 

 Tier 2 suppliers provide individual equipment to other higher level systems such as 

pipework system valves etc. 

 
Future structures include changes where the customer will be the design authority partnering with a 

number of prime contractors who will all hold technical authority status. The difference being that the 
design authority is the ultimate decider. Lower levels e.g. at tier 1 and below may not change. 

 

Regardless of sector, the overriding principle is that it is the responsibility of the Licensee/Prospective 
Licensee to ensure that products or services are of a satisfactory quality, particularly those potentially 

“important to nuclear safety” (ITNS). The degree of importance is defined by both Safety Function 
Classification and Quality Grading. The Licensee/Prospective Licensee will specify their requirements 

under formal contractual arrangements and oversee the delivery of the finished products or services. 

This will cascade down, as required, through the tiers. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/nuclear-decommissioning-authority
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In the execution of their work the lower tier contractors must work to the quality, health & safety and 
other project delivery requirements as specified by the Licensee/higher tier contractors, and ensure 

that their contract review, communications, notification processes are effective. This will ensure that 
they fully understand the goods and services that they are producing in terms of their functional and 

technical role and characteristics throughout the life of the plant. A significant issue is that the 

Nuclear Safety Culture (See Chapters 3 and 6) has to reach down throughout the supply chain. 
 

All tiers of the supply chain, including SLCs generally are compliant with ISO 9001 and very often ISO 
14001 and ISO 18001 too. A recent development is the establishment of ISO 19443 for quality 

management in the nuclear supply chain – essentially ISO 9001 + nuclear specific requirements 
including use of the “important to nuclear safety” (ITNS) terminology.  This standard is still in the 

process of becoming adopted by the industry.   

 
The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) , who regulate the UK nuclear industry, have publicly 

criticised the standard of ISO 9001 certification and will be expecting the new standard to act as a 
vehicle for significant improvement.  This should make adoption of ISO 19443 a significant 

discriminator for the nuclear supply chain. 

1.2 Historic Perspective 
 
The UK nuclear story can be split into six time periods; these are: 

 
1940s to 60s – Research and Magnox 

This era started with the atomic weapons programme. After World War II, a breakdown of exchanges 

with the United States led to the establishment of the UK’s own programme through AWRE; the 
forebears of the UKAEA.  

The programme had a number of separate strands: weapons development and production; research 
into nuclear sciences and various types of fission reactors (SGHWR, DPFR, Magnox); development of 

civil nuclear reactors for electricity generation (the Magnox programme), associated fuel cycle 

activities; associated medical and industrial isotope production. 
 

Mid-1960s – Review of the industry 
When the generating companies (CEGB and SSEB) wanted to move from Magnox reactors to AGRs, 

the House of Commons Select Committee on Science and Technology undertook a major review of 
the whole civil programme.  Their wide-ranging recommendations resulted in a major organisational 

break up of UKAEA and the way in which design and construction was organised. 

In 1959, following the Windscale fire, licensing was introduced in the UK. 
 

1960s to 1990s – AGR and PWR plus fuel cycle   
CEGB and SSEB operated the fleet of Magnox reactors and built seven AGRs and one PWR. Further 

PWR stations were planned but never built.  

BNFL was created to oversee the fuel cycle activities. Isotope facilities became Amersham 
international. NRPB was formed. 

 
1960s to 2018 – Defence programme 

Over the last 50 years, development has covered aerially delivered weapons through to nuclear 
powered submarines with the current Trident missiles carried by submarines. Key organisations are 

MoD, AWE and Rolls Royce Marine, with various shipbuilding and dockyard organisations. MoD has 

evolved its own internal nuclear regulator DNSR. 
 

1990s to the present – Civil programme 
Major changes in Government policy towards the UK electricity industry saw separation and 

privatisation of the nuclear operators into what became Magnox Electric Ltd and EDF-Energy Nuclear 

Generation Limited (EDF-E NGL).  
 

http://www.onr.org.uk/index.htm
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The first Magnox reactors ceased generation in the early 1990’s.  On 30 January 1998 Magnox 

Electric was merged into BNFL as BNFL Magnox Generation. It was sold in June 2007 to Energy 
Solutions, later changing ownership to Cavendish Fluor Partnership. In September 2019 it is 

scheduled to become a subsidiary of the NDA. No Magnox type reactors are now generating, they are 
in the latter stages of de-fuelling or are being decommissioned. Bradwell is the first Magnox site to 

enter into its “Care and maintenance” phase. 

 
Research reactors have been either decommissioned and delicensed or placed ready for 

decommissioning.  
 

In 2005 the NDA was established take ownership of all of BNFL's nuclear sites, including Sellafield 
and to oversee the decommissioning of the older plants and manage the back-end fuel cycle activities 

such as storage and reprocessing through PBOs (Parent Body Organisations).   NDA was also given 

responsibility for development of disposal facilities. The policy of NDA engaging PBO’s to manage 
various SLCs is now challenged for example the biggest SLC, Sellafield Ltd is now managed directly by 

NDA and this approach is planned for Magnox Ltd.  

 
1.3 2018 onwards  
 
EDF-E NGL seek life extensions for and continue to run the fleet of AGRs and Sizewell B PWR. 

 

NDA and its SLCs continue with decommissioning and clean-up, which for Sellafield goes out on 
programme to 2120. 

 
A programme of UK new build reactor design and pre-construction is ongoing but subject to much 

uncertainty, for example recent cessation of activity by Horizon and NuGen: 

 
 This has been started by EDF (NNB GenCo) with construction ongoing of the Hinkley Point C 

EPR in Somerset. In addition, NNB(GenCo) are at early stages of development for an EPR at 

Sizewell C. First generation is aimed for 2025. 
 

 A UK HPR1000, proposed to be constructed at Bradwell-on-Sea. General Nuclear System Ltd 

(GNS) was established to act on behalf of the three joint GDA requesting parties; China 
General Nuclear Power Corporation (CGN), EDF and General Nuclear International (GNI), to 

implement the GDA of the UK HPR100. The GDA completed Stage 2 in November 2018. 

 
 Horizon Nuclear Power, owned by Hitachi, has been developing plans to build UK Advanced 

Boiling Water Reactors at Wylfa and Oldbury with a generating capacity of 5,800MW. This 

project was suspended in January 2019 by the Hitachi main board. 
 

 NuGen, owned by Toshiba had aimed to develop the Moorside site near Sellafield by the 

construction of AP100/APR 1400 reactors.  In November 2018, Toshiba announced its 

withdrawal from UK NPP construction and the wind-up of NuGen. 
 

 There is considerable interest and activity in the development of smaller reactors, recently 

dubbed by the UK Government Advanced Nuclear Technology designs.  Generally advanced 
nuclear technologies fall into one of 2 groups: Generation III water-cooled Small Modular 

Reactors (SMRs), which are similar to existing nuclear power station reactors but on a smaller 

scale. Generation IV and beyond Advanced Modular Reactors (AMRs), which use novel 
cooling systems or fuels to offer new functionality (such as industrial process heat) and 

potentially a step change reduction in costs. GDA process for NTAs is scheduled to start 
during 2019. 

 

 A new submarine successor programme is underway to produce the Dreadnought Class to 

deploy the new Trident missile. 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/advanced-nuclear-technologies/advanced-nuclear-technologies
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/dreadnought-submarine-programme-the-facts
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In relation to waste the UK government has accepted, for England and Wales, that: 

 
a. the UK’s higher activity waste should be managed in the long term through geological 

disposal for which, in 2014, NDA established Radioactive Waste Management Limited 
(RWM) as its delivery body for a GDFs; and  

b. there is a continuing need for safe and secure interim storage until geological 

disposal is available.  
 

The Scottish Government is progressing long-term storage rather than disposal. 
 

BEIS (Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy) has responsibility for considering how 
the UK energy system might evolve in the future and the roles that different types of energy 

generation may play in it. Currently this is focussed on Uranium and Thorium fuel cycles and 

comparison with modern PWRs.  
 

Since the 1950s the UK has been involved in Fusion research. This is now focussed on the Culham 
Centre for Fusion Energy (CCFE) which hosts JET and MAST. UK is a partner in ITER being built at 

Cadarache in France.  

 


